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Research Paper : 
 

Who is cultured? The question is quite baffling. The cultured is one who always 

carries the culture within him and often demonstrates through ideas, thinking, 

behaviour and mannerisms. He is the one who has social, political, ethical 

and religious consciousness. Nation has her own identity through culture 

where multi-lingual, multi-coloured and multi-racial people exist in peace and 
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utter silence in India. The culture encompasses unity in diversity and often 

coexists with the history. 

I am Hindu 

I am Muslim 

I am Shikh 

I am Isai 

The world within me cries again... 

 

I am black 

I am white 

I am colonized 

Slave to me 

The world within me cries again… (Dr. Pramod Ambadasrao Pawar) 

History is defined as a record of the past. But it is, in fact, a long silence of the 

events dug deep into the soil. It relates to the present, past and future. It is a 

demonstration of culture to the world. One can say that it is a perpetual 

presence, for example: The Taj at Agra. We walk with history and history with 

us. It is a factual record of bloodshed, violence, World Wars and political 

strategies employed in a specific time in the past. It often teaches how the 

things would have been exposing the reality of buried truth. It represents a 

mute record of extreme despair in the minds of great warriors and mental 

debate of good and evil. For example: Nero in Rome who was playing flute 

when Rome was burning. It talks about the mistakes committed by the great 

people in the world and warns the world about the future catastrophe. 

Nobody rests in peace without the study of history.  

I sense you all, now or never 

That all religions bear fruits 

Of oneness wherein 

Love tastes sweet 

The world within me cries again... 
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A fertile tree drenched into 

Flickering dew 

Of love 

That begets love to the world 

The world within me cries again... (Dr. Pramod Ambadasrao Pawar) 

History mirrors politics of a specific time where great national heroes teach 

the world what history should have been. Man repents when something goes 

terribly wrong. Nothing is wrong with the history if we uproot evil from it. History 

represents the civilization of the nation how the civil wars diminish the nation 

and become the root cause of the fall of nations. The progress of any nation 

is the attitude of people living in it.  

All religions bear the fruits  

Of humanity 

We all love the world 

Within and without 

The world within me cries again...... 

 

The world I dwell in  

Witnessed two World Wars 

All we need is a peace of mind 

Third World War rests within  

The world within me cries again (Dr. Pramod Ambadasrao Pawar) 

The world history will save the world if the peace is mentioned. People have 

problems, problems lead to the mental anarchy and chaos in a nation. The 

world is torn into pieces and demands world peace and one world 

government to save the planet from the unpredictable assaults from other 

planets. I may say that there is no uniformity in ideas in the world as every 

nation struggles to prove her supremacy and sovereignty. 

No caste, no colours, no creed 

Let’s be humane to be human 

Evil Kills you all 
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Beware....time moves on 

The world within me cries again.... 

 

Let’s stop violence and bloodshed 

All around you and me 

Just fasten to the Truth 

Of the self 

The world within me cries again…(Dr. Pramod Ambadasrao Pawar) 

Different nations have varied cultures and the best culture has to be followed 

by the world. Let’s male one voice of the planet that is mono-lingual, ideal 

and loving that controls the earth. The world is one, then how can we see the 

sufferings of the poor?  

How can our eyes tolerate bloodshed, violence and fear in a nation? Love 

conquers the world. Let love reign the world with peace. The world 

government should resolve the problems of people in all walks of life. No 

gender discrimination, no religious debates, no black and white issues and no 

low and high caste stress. Human beings are born free and have the primary 

right to get everything as they need. All minor problems are critical. That’s 

why; the problems are to be taken into critical consideration. No problem is 

small or big and therefore all problems are to be handled with love, fear and 

generosity. The equality should walk along the human beings in the world 

that may make the world the heaven of the burning hell on the earth. In the 

past, the people have made mistakes and we generally raise the same 

questions and let the world burn again. Whatever has happened is gone and 

rested in history. Our every step in the present is going to be the history. The 

future of the world is in our hand where history is the only one tool to save the 

world from human dangers. Today burning questions fire the world and no 

nation rests in sound sleep. In a sense, we repeat history and history herself 

laughs at human follies in time.  

Our life is history. What we did is history, what we do is history and what we 

are going to do will be history. Man cannot be separated from history as she 
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is the mother of human beings. It always teaches, nourishes and warns the 

dangers to the world. But the world turns deaf ears to the worlds sprung out of 

history. History repeatedly asks for justice, love and peace. When will man 

recover from the sickness of evil deeply rooted within the human mind? When 

will the world witness a golden ray of hope where the dew on the earth smiles 

at her own silence? How can we let sacrifice go wasted? Martyrs, I mean, 

who struggle for human welfare. If we study any great hero from the world 

who has ambition to conquer the world, teach lessons to the world, we may 

find that people on the divided land are still found in chains and strives hard 

to break the borders of the nations and exist in peace forever.  

The earth loves you all, be the son of it forever. Every person from any nation 

lives for a specific cause and his actions make his destiny. Once the individual 

in the nation broadens the mental horizons to see the world as home, he will 

be happier than happiness he feels in his one nation. Whenever the nation 

changes, then identity issues sprung out automatically along with culture, 

language, life system become barriers to cope with the world. Nations are for 

man and man is not for nations. Men are important in nations who pull the 

wheel of the culture embedded within them.  

All individual problems are social problems; social problems are national 

problems and national problems are universal ones. Therefore, individual 

problems should be taken into our serious consideration and resolved in time. 

That’s all… 

Life is a tale of adventure 

Full of ecstasy and despair 

Signifying our actions on the earth 

To get rid of birth and death cycle forever 

The world within me cries again.... (Dr. Pramod Ambadasrao Pawar) 

 


